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Canon EOS 80D & PowerShot G7X Mk II: First Look; Characterized by versatile imaging specs, the Canon
EOS 80D further clarifies itself using a pair of robust focusing systems and an intuitive design. Featuring a
24.2MP APS-C CMOS sensor and DIGIC 6 image processor, this sleek DSLR is capable of capturing
high-resolution images at up to 7 fps and Full HD 1080p60 video, both with reduced noise ...
Canon EOS 80D DSLR Camera (Body Only) - B&H Photo Video
With impressive speed, instinctive controls and innovative technologies, the Canon EOS 80D Wi-Fi DSLR is
ideal for exploring new areas of photography and achieving the stunning results your creativity deserves.
Canon EOS 80D - EOS Digital SLR and Compact System Cameras
Canon EOS (Electro-Optical System) is an autofocus single-lens reflex camera (SLR) and mirrorless camera
series produced by Canon Inc..Introduced in 1987 with the Canon EOS 650, all EOS cameras used 35 mm
film until October 1996 when the EOS IX was released using the new and short-lived APS film. In 2000, the
D30 was announced, as the first digital SLR designed and produced entirely by Canon.
Canon EOS - Wikipedia
The EOS 400D, called Digital Rebel XTi in North America and EOS Kiss Digital X in Japan, is an entry-level
digital single-lens reflex camera introduced by Canon on 24 August 2006.
Canon EOS 400D - Wikipedia
Canon 80D Experience 3 Canon 80D Experience - PREVIEW The Still Photography Guide to Operation and
Image Creation with the Canon EOS 80D by: Douglas J. Klostermann
Canon 80D Experience - PREVIEW - Full Stop Books
5 In this manual, the terms â€œwirelessâ€• and â€œwireless LANâ€• are used as general terms for Wi-Fi
and Canonâ€™s original wireless functions.
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